Abstract. In 1998 A. Soranzo introduced the notions of +oo-and -oo-chord functions (see [16] ). In this paper we give an answer to the question when a convex body is determined by the values of -oo-chord functions at chosen internal points. We also give some partial results regarding +oo-chord functions.
Introduction
R. Gardner defined geometric tomography as "retrieval of information about a geometric object from the data about its sections, or projections or both". In this paper the data about 1-dimensional sections are obtained using +oo-or -oo-chord functions. The ±oo-chord functions were introduced by A. Soranzo in [16] as a generalization of «-chord functions for i € R to the case i = ±oo. In this paper we give full characterization of the convex bodies uniquely determined by values of -oo-chord functions at chosen internal points (Theorem 1.20). For strictly convex bodies we give characterization in the both cases, for -oo-and +oo-chord functions (Corollary 1.22 and Theorem 1.24).
We use the following notation: for affine independent points x\,..., x n in R n the simplex with vertices x\,... ,x n is denoted by A(xi,...,x n ). For convenience, a closed segment A(a,b) will be denoted also by [a, 6] . As usually, B n and 5 n_1 are the unit ball and the unit sphere in R n . The ball centered at x with radius a will be denoted by B(x,a).
Let A be a nonempty compact subset of R n ; then A is a body if and only if A = cl(int-A). We say that a set A is convex if for any a, b G A we have [a, b] C A. By K7 1 we shall denote the family of all compact convex and nonempty subsets of R n and the family of all convex bodies will be denoted by /Cg. Let K E JC n , x e bdK and u € S" -1 ; then by E(K,u) we shall denote the half-space supporting the set K with exterior normal vector u For any p G R n by a p we shall denote central symmetry at point p. In particular, a = ao-For any K 6 ICQ and p G intif we define the mapping crff : bdK -> bdK as follows: if x G bdK, then cr^(x) is the only point of bdK such that p belongs to the chord [x, a^(x)].
Note that if cr p (K) -K, then erf? = ap|bdK-Moreover, it can be shown that ajf is a homeomorphism.
For any a, b G R" \ {0} by Z(a, b) we shall denote the angle between half-lines starting at 0 and passing through a and b, respectively. In case a, b G R 2 \ {0} by Z (a, b) we shall denote the directed angle.
By H n~l {A) we shall denote (n -1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of AcW 1 (see [13] ). 
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are strongly related to chord functions were considered many years before the notion of chord function was introduced. One of the first paper related to this subject was published by W. Süss in 1925 ([18] ). He considered equichordal points, i.e. points p such that all the chords passing through p have constant length. He did not use the term 'chord function'. The length of the chord passing through p in direction u 6 5 n_1 is px-P,i(u) := PK-p(-u)
It means that p is equichordal if 1-chord function of the body K at the point p is constant. In three dimensional case Süss also considered points p such that every intersection of a body K with a plane passing through p has the same area. It may be shown that it is the same as to say that function px-p,2 defined by PK-p,I{U) := (pK-P(-u)) 2 + {pK-p{+u)) 2 is constant. Süss posed the question if the existence of such point implies that K is a ball.
Another early work strongly connected with chord functions was published by Klee in 1969 ([10] ). It concerns so called equireciprocal points. Point p is called equireciprocal if for every chord [a, b] passing through p the expression ||a -p\\~l + -has the same value. But
The definition of ¿-chord functions for real i was given by Gardner in [7] . Let if be a closed subset of R" and let 0 € exkerK.
If the line parallel to a vector u G S n~l and passing through 0 does not intersect the set K, then Basic properties may be found in [16] . Note that px,i are even or, in other words, PX,I = PCR(K),I• Moreover, ±oo-chord functions are increasing: if Hence PK,+00 = PK',+oo-I n similar way we can show that PK,-OO(±U) = lb"|| = PK",-OO(±i«)» which implies PK,-OO = PK",-OOCase 2: n > 2. Let u 6 S N~K By intersecting sets K, K', K" with the line passing through 0 and parallel to u we get the situation as in case 1. Since u is arbitrary to finish the proof we only need to note that the set K' as the union of two bodies is also a body. Generally the set K" need not be a body.
•
The following observation turned out to be useful. REMARK 1.4. Let us present informal intuition. We shall take a look at the case n = 1. This means that our convex body if is a segment. Let x+ and X-be its endpoints. Suppose that we would like to modify body K without changing the values of -oo-chord functions. There are two cases:
Case 1: ||x_|| ||z+||-We may assume that ||x_|| < ||a:+|| and then PK,-Oo(i^) = II-Thus we may modify the shape of K by moving slightly 
By continuity of radial function, the sets K+ are open in bdK and
Kp is closed.
By the same reason we get bdK~ C K® D bdK~. EXAMPLE 1.6. Let K be a ball centered at p with a "tumour". At Figure 1 we can see the sets K~, . The set K~ is an open arc on the left hand side of K. The corresponding "tumour" on the right hand side contains K+. The set K® consists of two remaining closed arcs, one at the top and the other at the bottom. Figure 1 suggests that there is some kind of symmetry between locations of K~ and . It can be described in terms of the mapping 
Proof. We may assume that p = 0. We shall consider the body . m
As a simple consequence we obtain If K ^ a p (K) then by Proposition 1.7
Let us now consider a body K containing points p, q in its interior. By Corollary 1.8 we have
Thus the measure of the set bdK \ (K~ U K~) is positive and there should be enough space to modify K without changing values of -oo-chord functions at points p and q. It might suggest that in the case of n > 2 a convex body is not determined by values of -oo-chord function at two internal points. Actually it is possible to obtain much stronger result. THEOREM 1.9. Let n > 2 and let K G K.Q be strictly convex and let P be finite subset of int-K" such that dim(convP) < n.
Then K is not uniquely determined by values of -oo-chord functions at points from P.
Unfortunately it is known that the measure of clK~ may be greater than the measure of K~ (see [11] ). Therefore, even in case n = 2 Corollary 1.8 is not strong enough to be used in the proof of Theorem 1.9. Detailed proof of this theorem may be found in [11] .
In further considerations we shall assume that K G /Cq and P, P-and P + are finite subsets of int-K".
Let us notice that there is a significant difference between the case n = 1 and n > 2. If n = 1, then the boundary of K consists of two points whence K is strictly convex. In the case n > 2 we have two kinds of convexity. Moreover, if we try to change the shape of K, then we cannot move a single boundary point: to preserve convexity we must move also points in its neighborhood. To explain it precisely let us consider the following example (compare Theorem 2.10 in [16] ). It shows also that in Theorem 1.9 the assumption of strict convexity cannot be omitted. Obviously the half-sphere contained in bdif on the left hand side of the figure is K~ and the one at the right hand side is K~. According to Remark 1.4, we cannot change their shapes without changing values of -oo-chord functions at points p and q. Thus, we cannot modify the remaining parts without losing the convexity. We conclude that we cannot make any small modification of the body K.
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In [16] one can find a detailed proof that the convex body K defined in Example 1.10 is uniquely determined by the values of -oo-chord functions at points p and q. Unfortunately, there are examples showing that Remark 1.4 is not very helpful in proofs of positive results. It may happen that we cannot make any small modification (in the sense of Hausdorff metric) but the body K is not uniquely determined. Let us consider n-dimensional simplex K := A(xo, •.. ,x n ) for n > 2 and +oo-chord function at the point p := EiLo 2 -'' By Remark 1.4 the situation is the same as in Example 1.10. We cannot modify the part of the boundary bd-ftT contained in without changing values of px-P ,+oo-But vertices XQ, ... ,x n belong to relint. It means that we cannot modify the remaining part of the boundary of K without losing the convexity. It does not mean that K is determined uniquely. Theorem 8 in [17] shows that there are exactly two convex bodies with the same values of +oo-chord functions at p as K. They are K and a p (K). It means that if there is no possibility to do a small modification, then in general we only know that the body K is an isolated element of the family containing all convex bodies with the same values of chosen chord functions. The situation is much simpler if we restrict our consideration to -oo-chord functions.
We shall start from definition. To make Definition 1.12 easier to remember, we shall give short explanation. Our intention is to denote by Kp t i the biggest set which is contained in all convex bodies from Fp^ i.e. 
The notions defined by Definitions 1.4 and 1.12 should be treated as operations. As a consequence, we get for example {Kp-oo)" Figure 3 we can see the sets Kp-ac, K*'~°°, and K P '~°° for the body K and the set P := {p}, described in Example 1.10.
Rip) = Rn
The set Kp is the ball centered at p, the set K p is the part of the plane bounded by half-lines L\, L2 and shorter arc joining their endpoints. Of course, Kp is centrally symmetric at p, so bd(Kp) = {Kp)®, which implies
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Let us notice that the sets Kp_ K*' 00 and K P ' °° are convex and closed. Indeed, for the set Kp^^ it follows from Proposition 1.3 while the sets and K P '~ are intersections of families consisting of closed and convex subsets of M n .
As a consequence of Proposition 1.3 (ii) we get also THEOREM 1.14. Convex body Kp^oo satisfies the following conditions:
Proof. Proof will consist of three parts.
(ii) (c).
Obviously K 6 Tp. Therefore, by previous part, for any p S P we have inclusion K fl a P (K) C Kp C K. We conclude <= n (nw*>)= n n (nw*)) xeMp x£Mp x€Np = N p .
By Proposition 1.3, the -oo-chord functions P(Kr\cr p (K))-p,-oo an d PK-p-oo are equal; thus by Proposition 1.2 also PK P -p,-oo -PK-p-oo-We obtain K P eFp. (ii) (d). By (i) we obtain
As a consequence we get the following
Proof. Theorem 1.14 implies Kp C K. By Proposition 1.15, we obtain
Before we pass to the next theorem we shall prove two lemmas. First one is technical. Therefore from the assumption KP C M C K p , it follows that a G bdM. We obtain Pm(u) = PAi(py) = ||a|| = PK-p(u^jy) = pKp{v). As a consequence, we infer that pm(u) = pk p (u) < pk p (-v) < Pm (-u) . Hence pM-00(±u) = pm(u) = Pkp(u) = pKp,-oo{±u), which is impossible.
In the same way we can prove that b cl((Kp)~). Let us notice that a = a*(b) i <tK(c\((Kp)-)) = cl((KP)+) and b i cl((tfP)+). And thus a,be relint((Kp)0) and pkp(~u) = Pk p (u).
Let us suppose that pxP(u) -pm(u)-We get pm(u) = Pk p (-v) < Pm(-u). Thus pM,-oo(±u)
= Pm(u) = PK P (u) = pk p ,-oo(±«)-Therefore PK P {u) < Pm(u) and by the same reasoning pk p (-u) < pm (~u) . Let us consider the case y Kp. Let us suppose M £ Tp. Since the set M is bounded, it follows that there exists p G P such that pM-p ^ PK-pWithout any loss of generality we may assume that p = 0. Let X be as in Lemma 1.17 and let ±a G X. As we know, the part of the boundary of Kp contained in X is symmetric at 0. Since X is an open subset of bd(Xp) it follows that if E G £ (K P ,a) , then -E G E(K P , -a).
Let us now suppose that y G E;
On the other hand, we have a G X C intM, a contradiction. Therefore y £ E.
In a similar way we can prove that y £ -E. Of course 0 G E, thus y E U -E -R". Again we get a contradiction, whence M G • 
In the case when body K is strictly convex, Theorem 1.20 may be formulated in terms of Kp. Let us first prove 
Proof. (=>) By Theorem 1.14, to prove (i) we only need to show that K C K P . Let x E bdK. Then x G clK~ for some p € P. We obtain a p (x)
G K, and x G K fl a p (K). Since x is arbitrary and K, Kp are convex, it follows that K -conv(bdX) = conv(clii'p) C conv(cLKp) = Kp.
Let x G Kp and let E G £ (K,x) . Then x G K C K? and K? C E by definition of K*. Moreover x € bdE, whence x G bdK+. We conclude that bdii = cl(A'p) C c^bdA'f) = bdK* . Since K and K^ are convex bodies, we obtain (ii).
(<=) Let us suppose that bd K ^ cl Kp. In this case bd K \ cl Kp is an open subset of bd-ftT. By strict convexity of K, there exists a convex body
Obviously K' C E. We conclude It is easy to find an example showing that K*may be disconnected. On the other hand, for all M G we have P C intM. Hence the set K p,+°° is arcwise connected.
The following counterpart of Corollary 1.22 shows some analogy between -oo-and +oo-chord functions. = pK>,+oo(±u). We now assume that (LC)K')\E ^ 0. In this case L+ nH ^ 0 = L_DH. Thus D K -L_ fl K'. It follows that pk{-u) = pK'{~u). Let us recall that Kp C M C E. Therefore the only point of the set L+DbdK does not belong to Kp. We obtain PK(U) < PK(-U), which implies p/f i+00 (±u) =
PK{U)-
Moreover, by inclusion K' C K, also PK'( u )
< PK(U).
We obtain PK'{U) <
pK{U) < PK{~U) -PK'(~U)I
which implies p/f/ )+00 (±u) = PK>{U). Thus x G bdM. Hence bdK = c\K+ = cl(U peP K+) C cl(bdM) = bdM. We infer that K is one of the components of M. Now, since K n K' D P # 0 it follows that K' c K. Let now y e Kp, then there exists q G P such that y G K+, whence pK{ > Moreover, by inclusion K' C K we get pK (-jf^zf|f •7f_,-oo n F?+t+00 = {K} * bdK = cl{Kp_ U K$+).
Final remarks
As we have seen, it is more difficult to investigate problems concerning +oo-chord function than those concerning -oo-chord function. There are two main reasons. The first one is related to Theorem 8 in [16] . It shows that Fp+oa may be disconnected while the family Fp^^ is always connected. The second one is that we do not know how to find the sets K p,+°° and Kp,+oo without knowing Fp+(X.
Therefore, the following problem is open.
PROBLEM 2.1. When a convex body (not necessarily strictly convex) is determined by values of +oo-chord functions at a finite number of internal points?
We may also ask about mixed case, i.e., when we use both +oo-and -oo-chord functions.
Let us note that we do not need to assume that P C int/sT in Definition 1.5. It is enough to assume that P fl bdif = 0. Thus we may consider the following We may also consider the case when PC\K = 0. All we know is described by Example 2.1 in [16] .
